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FROM THE CHAIRMAN’S DESKTOP
Doug Jackson

As our Evergreen Lotus Car
Club wraps up 2010, I’d like to
think that a lot of us enjoyed
the year and many of the events
and activities that we’ve rotated
around our unique British cars.

With a lot of help from quite a
few people, I’ve really enjoyed
my first year as Chairman of the
ELCC and I hope that many of
you have had as good a time as I
have. There have been lots of good
reasons to get your cars out of the
garage (and maybe even out of
storage!) to enjoy them along with
the fellowship of other members
of the ELCC as well as members
of the broader population of
people who enjoy cars which are
unique and a lot more fun than
the typical family sedan or pickup
truck.
A bunch of us have had a good
time at the various casual “First
Thursday” get togethers during the
year and if you’ve attended and/
or even looked at the schedule of
events and activities itemized on
the ELCC 2010 Event Calendar
(to be found at www.elcc.org/
events.asp), you know that our
group has held, hosted and/or just
taken part in quite a wide range of
fun things.
The year started out slowly, but
then we had: the fun “Lotus &

Donuts” activity and a “Movie
Night” in February; the indoor
“Spring Sprints” thing and the
exciting “Lapping Day” occurred
down at Pacific Raceways
during March; SOVREN held
their first-of-the-year “Defrost
Kickoff ” activity, we had a “Shop
Tour” at British-European, Ltd.,
and the “Tulip Daffodil Rallye”
in April; then, we had a tour of
the brand new Griot’s Garage
facility down in Tacoma and the
ABFM up in Vancouver, B.C.
during May; a small group of us
took a rainy & cold “Tour Around
Mt. Rainier” and a few joined the
Alfa Club hosted “Lapping Day”
at Pacific Raceways during June;
in July there were quite a few
things, including, the SOVREN
“Northwest Historics” down in
Kent, the well-attended Western
Washington ABFM in Bellevue
and our Summer BBQ; August

was another busy month, which
included the “BritBull Car Show”
in Spokane attended by at least one
of our members, the “Monterey
Historics” down in California
attended by three or more of
our members, a small group
of us really enjoyed the annual
“Mountain Loop Road Drive”,
the annual “LeMay Museum
Collection & Car Show”, and
the “Concours Car Show on San
Juan Island”; September was full
of interesting automotive activity
and event opportunities, including
the “Portland ABFM”, the
“Kirkland Concours d’Elegance”,
the “Sunriver Festival of Cars”
down in Oregon as well as the
“SOVREN Fall Finale” down at
Pacific Raceways; and, now that
we are into October, November
and December, things quiet down
a little bit, but there are still a few
enjoyable things to do for you, your
partner and your cars, including
the ELCC Holiday Party on
Saturday, December 4th.
I hope that you’ve enjoyed this past
year as much as I have and hope
that you’ve noticed that I’ve tried
to involve more of our members
in the various activities and events
which we’ve taken part in. You
also might have noticed that quite
a few “new” people have written
articles for our club newsletter
(including this one!) and, if you’d
like to be more involved in this,
please just get in touch with me.
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Europa JPS for sale
in Yakima. 22,000
original miles.
Interested parties can
call (509) 965-0079
Diana
Two Brittish cars for sale
in the Spokane area if
anyone is interested.
A 1960 Sunbeam Alpine
and a 1957 MG MGA.
(509) 991-8820 Steven
1985 Esprit Turbo, BRG
with tan interior. Maintained
and used regularly, no
leaks. 57K miles, $14,750.
Call Robert at (509) 4473344 (Eastern WA).

Lotus Elise 111S, Right
Hand Drive, Rare VVC
Rover powered Series1 Elise
with Dave Andrews K06
upgraded head giving approx
170HP. Factory hardtop
and soft top Lotus Sport
upgraded shocks and springs,
alloy belled discs, carbon
fiber rear diffuser, Speedline
wheels, 29K. This car can not
be licensed for the street and
is sold with a bill of sale only.
Contact John Schneeman
at jmschneeman@msn.
com or (206) 854-6706.
New price of $16,500.
Looking for a Lotus car or
parts? The below ads have
been spotted in various sources.
Note: The below ads have no
known affiliation with, nor are
endorsed by, the ELCC. This
info is being provided to assist
members in their search for cars
and parts. 		
-1999 Esprit V8 - Black/
Black, 21k miles
(Sammamish) – $28,900
-- Contact Jeff at salehbzj2-1811194850@
craigslist.org

LeMay Collection
and Car Show
John Scheidt

F1-Ramblings
Mark Sterner

Big changes are coming to Lotus F1
Racing for 2011. I was concerned
from the start that the Litespeed
chassis appeared to be antiquated,
and it soon became evident that the
Cosworth engine was just not up to
competing with the front-runners,
even with the Williams team. That
combination added up to little
success, and the 2010 season ended
up being an exercise in logistics
to and from the tracks. More an
F2 effort that was something of a
traffic-hazard for the other teams
than a real F1 effort; but they were
painted pretty!
So, Cosworth is out, and Renault
engines are coming back into
the picture at Lotus F1. This
combination has proven successful

in the past, and the relationship
with Renault could have been even
longer and stronger with Lotus had
it not been for the demands of one
Ayrton Senna. Peter Warr once
said that terminating the Renault
contract was one of the saddest
days of his F1 managerial career at
Lotus, but he was forced to because
of sponsor and economic issues.

bodywork (but not moveable!) and
swoopy rear engine cover designs
flowing into the rear wings. The
team with the best engine, chassis
and creativity will WIN, that
simple. Drivers play a part, but all
F1 qualified drivers are more than
capable if their equipment is right.
LOTUS, start pushing the design
and engineering boundaries, as it is
But now that combination is back, part of your heritage!
on paper anyway.The Red Bull team The Lotus Racing F1 logo will be
with Renault engines is running very no more. Next year, pending the
strong this year competing against outcome of a legal challenge, the
Ferrari, McLaren and Mercedes. team will be called Team Lotus, yes,
Hopefully the Lotus chassis Team Lotus like “back in the days”
design will be improved next year of Clark, Rindt, Fittipaldi, Senna,
and show a little ingenuity, as do Andretti, and all. David Hunt
the top competitors. Other teams officially sold the naming rights to
have gotten the edge with F-duct Hernandez and company. When
technology, different exhaust the dust settles, will they NOW be
routing to improve downforce, officially Lotus cwe accept them as
and “being creative” with flexible being true Lotus cars? Stay tuned!

number of cars.
So, now it was
time to fire up
the old doubledecker bus, the
tourist bus, a
retired city bus,
and haul the
masses of people
from the house to
the school. With
too many drivein collector cars
to fit in the back
of the house now, they moved to
the large field at Marymount, the
old military school. Harold has cars
parked in every building; even the
shower room has a car parked in
it. More years go by, more cars and
buildings are added. Somewhere
along the way it was named by
the Guinness Book of Records
as the largest privately owned
collection in world. Cars, trucks,
motorcycles, firetrucks, buses, and
tractors: almost anything with an
engine. At one time there were
over 3000 vehicles on the day
of the show with hundreds and
hundreds of cars that drive in. So,
with the 2010 show, I was there as
always, as I have never missed one.
I took my 1969 Lotus Europa S2,
like the past 2 years, got parked and
waited for the public to arrive.

Well, another summer has passed
and so has another open house to
see The LeMay Car Museum. This
is a great car show and open to
anyone who has a collectable car
to show or just come and see all
there is to see. I have been going
to this show for something like 20
plus years starting with my 1962
Corvair Monza with some close
friends from that club when it was
just a word of mouth event; it was
never really advertised anywhere.
Somebody told somebody else
that it was always the last Saturday
in August and just show up at
the LeMay’s home in Parkland,
Washington. Harold and Nancy
LeMay would have the front iron
gates open to drive in, park your
collector car in the back on the
grass. They always had coffee and
doughnuts for everyone. Crowds
were small then and you could
just spend the day looking at the
collection at your own pace. Every
year his collection got bigger and
so did the amount of lookers and
show cars. It was never a judging
show and every year was different
as new cars and buildings were
added. Harold needed more space
and bought an old military school Now, if you have never been, you
close by, to house the growing have really missed something. This

is not like most car shows. Not
many custom cars or big hot rods,
like you see at most car shows
every weekend all summer, judged
on the best paint and how much
chrome you can put on one car.
Most of the cars are what you never
see at shows: four door sedans,
station wagons, and trucks; maybe
a Biscayne instead of an Impala;
a flat head instead of a hemi; an
inline 6 instead of a 350 V8 crate
motor; two tone stock colors that
you would never see today; bench
seats instead of custom buckets;
3 on the tree instead of 4 on the
floor. You know, the kind of cars
your parents took you on vacation
in. Maybe the first car you ever
drove. Depending on your age,
maybe your grand parents came to
visit in a Hudson or Packard and
the back seat was so big and soft
you thought you were at home
on the sofa. If you ever wanted to

car guy or gal, well, you won’t get
much out of it. But if you love cars,
bone stock, a trip through history
with a few really neat cars thrown
in for flavor, this is a must see. I
will be there next year and for the
grand opening of the new place. I
am easy to find just look low. The
big cars make great shade for me
on sunny days.

THE MARYHILL LOOPS

see a Tucker, LeMay has one.

them, “Yes, I’m with the Evergreen
ROAD HILL CLIMB &
I really can’t think of anything Lotus Car Club.” The only other
CAR SHOW
they don’t have that was made in member I have seen there was
America. Now, if you are looking Arny Barer in 2009. I haven’t seen Doug Jackson
for British sports cars or Porsches another Lotus in many a year.
For those of you who didn’t see my
or a Fiat there are a few that show Everybody who is a car enthusiast e-mail message about the Maryhill
up every year like me in the Lotus that lives in the Puget Sound area Loops Road Hill Climb & Car
and people love them. It’s all about should be proud that we have the Show, which happened over the
something different big or small. largest car collection in the world weekend of October 2nd & 3rd,
Most of the foreign cars that right here in our back yard. They and for those few of you who
LeMay has are from the 30’s and have broke ground on the new wanted more information about
40’s. It’s a real time line of history. 60 million dollar museum here it, you’ll see below a description of
I see little old ladies at the show in Tacoma with a 165,000 sq.ft. the events that occurred.
every year who not what you would building that will have 500 cars
To start with, ELCC-member
see at your normal weekend hot rod at a time on display along with a
Mark Gleason, in his 1967 Elan,
show and who just love the walk restaurant, meeting rooms, and
down memory lane. Everybody too much to list. I am a charter
will see something that takes them member of the museum and just
back to sometime in their life. bought a 4x8 stone with my name
When I took the Corvair, people and both cars engraved. It will be
would stop and say, “I remember, I one of the pavers, leading into the
drove one in collage” or, “My sister new museum.
had one” or, “I remember how I think next August may be the
different it was in the show room last year at the old place. Where
from everything else that year.”
the cars will be displayed all
The last 3 years I took the Lotus,
it’s been, “WOW, I can’t believe
how low to the ground it is”, “I
have never seen one in real life,
only in magazines”, “I saw one once
going down the road but never up
close.” People always thank me
for bringing it. Everybody with a
camera always takes at least one
picture. When I check in and they
ask if I belong to a club I always tell

together before things get moved
around from time to time. You
can go most any day now and see
what’s at Marymount, but you will
miss what’s at the LeMay home
(and its a lot) except for the last
Saturday in August. There is just
so much more to see than the cars
in every building. They are full of
car related items, it’s over the top!
If you are just a Lotus or custom

and me, in my 1976 Elite, met at
a Starbucks coffee shop at the SW
corner of Lake Union in Seattle
near the crack of dawn Saturday
morning; it’s always a good idea to

Lotus CEO Dany Behar has said
“Even while I was working at
Ferrari, I knew Lotus was special.
But to me, the products weren’t
doing justice to the great name
and heritage.” At the launch
presentation, they used words
like “exclusivity” and “elegance”.
Those words are not particularly
associated with the Lotus name
and heritage. But it seems to be
the basis for the “new dawn”

in a hangar. The CBU(chassis, body
unit) sitting on a wheeled cart with
parts all over the hangar, some
in cardboard and large wooden
boxes. The paint and gel coat had
been stripped and bare fiberglass
exposed.
With Randall’s encouragement
(“David, it is a Super 95!”) and
Mike Ostrov’s advice to the
appraiser, I bought these parts from
a lady lawyer who was awarded
the car in a divorce settlement but

and refinished by Randall Fehr
Restorations of Seattle. Hutton
Motor Engineering of Clarksville,
Tennessee reassembled the engine
and gearbox. The author cleaned,
sorted, reassembled and painted
some of the components (brakes,
suspension, steering, heater, etc.).
Randall Fehr assembled the
components into the restored CBU.
Enough credit cannot be given
to Randall who committed three
years of his professional career
to restoring this car to original
standards. Much advice and help
came from Mike Ostov and we are
very indebted to him.

The car participated in ABFM
Bellevue and Vancouver, BC and
in club events in Washington and
California. The Elite won Best in
whose new partner was into Piper Class at Forest Grove Concours de
Restoration of
Cub and German car restoration. Elegance 2000. It is now owned by
On sorting things out at home it a private collection in Maryland.
1963 Lotus Elite S2
became clear that major parts Reference: Lotus Elite racing car
Lotus Type 14 Super soon
were missing. No pedals, door for the road by Dennis Ortenburger
95 Chassis #1982
handles or hinges, wiring. It took 2002 Chapter 13 Purchase and
David Caley
two weeks of investigation to find Restoration pp. 138-145.
In spring 1997 the president of 3 more boxes in a vintage engine h t t p : / / r i d e s . w e b s h o t s . c o m /
ELCC (Randall Fehr) received 2 restoration shop in Mount Vernon album/114579693hzbSob?start=0
phone calls about an Elite for sale. from the former husband.
One was the owner and another Restoration
took
from an appraiser who needed help three years. Chassis/
appraising a disassembled Elite, it Body Unit was rebuilt
turned out to be the same car in
Skagit County.
Randall suggested we go out to
Bayview Airport to have a look.
The car was in parts scattered about

and the Kirkland Concours, and
we enjoyed getting to know this
gracious group. We might have
to do this again.

sedan losing its brakes.
A run back to the Club
provided the driver with
an interesting substitute,
a 1950 Hudson with twin
carbs. The Hudson can still
move, and the driver caught the
group by lunchtime.

The morning was rainy, and I had
visions of Doug and Carol pulling a
wiper from side to side with string
at Rainier. But once we crossed the
pass the weather was gorgeous. It’s
a special pleasure to drive Route
20 behind a 1934 Bentley 3 ½ litre
and an XK 120 fixed-head coupe,
a car that becomes better looking
every year

We spent the night at Sun
Mountain, then on to Chelan for
lunch, the Ford GT reportedly
whisking past a few folks on Alt.
97 at 140 mph just to show it could.
Dinner and revelry in Leavenworth
with wine from Woodinville winery
reps. Then on to Woodinville
Saturday via roads Rita and I know
from bicycling. Tour participants
included organizers of SOVREN

Lotus Announces
Its New Direction

same as the new Esprit; 600 bhp,
5.0 liter V8. The transmission is
described as a “hybrid gearbox
with integrated electric motors
and KERS”. It will weigh in at
over 3600 lbs. The expected UK
price is GBP 115,000.
In the spring of 2015, Lotus
will release a redesigned Elise.
Weight increases to 2400 lbs and
owe will increase to 300 bhp. A
6-speed gearbox will remain, but
a dual-clutch transmission will be
optional. UK pricing will be GBP
35,000.

Finally, also due to hit the market in
the spring of 2015 is the four-seat,
four-door, front-engine Eterne.
Alan Perry
The engine and transmission specs
As they indicated they would do
are the same as the new Elite with
months ago, Lotus announced
optional all-wheel drive. The UK
plans for the company’s “Dawn
price tag will be in the vicinity of
Of A New Era” at the Paris Auto
GBP 120,000.
Show: a portfolio of five new cars.
There was no announcement
The first of these is probably the
concerning US availability of these
most eagerly awaiting, the new
new models.
Esprit: two-seater; mid-engine,
600 bhp, 5.0 liter V8 engine; 3200 Just before the Paris Auto Show,
lbs; Seven-speed, dual-clutch, Lotus and Toyota reaffirmed their
semi-automatic gearbox. It goes drivetrain partnership, so it is
on sale in early 2013 at GBP expected that the engines for all
of the new models will come from
110,000.
Toyota. The currently available 5.0
Next on the launch calendar is the
liter, V8 engine from Toyota is the
new Elan. Lotus is reusing the
2UR and their 4.0 liter V6 is the
Elan name for a mid-engine, two1GR; neither have the performance
seater (with optional 2+2 seating).
quoted. The 2GR engine is used in
Styling and features are similar to
the Evora.
the new Esprit, but with a 400 bhp,
4.0 liter V6 engine, and All of the new models had some
350 lbs lighter. On sale in kind of hybrid technology. KERS
late 2013 at GBP 75,000. (Kinetic Energy Recover System)
was available on all models, except
The next, available in the
the Elise. The KERS system stores
spring of 2014, is the new
energy from generated while
Elite. A front-engine,
braking and releases it through an
2+2 GT car with a very
electric motor in the gearbox. The
slick, retractable hard
Elise will have an optional Start/
top. Engine specs are the
Stop system.

start these adventures with coffee!
We headed off to this weekend
event sponsored by SOVREN
and the Goldendale Motorsports
Association.

on, roll on Columbia!) where the
Car Show was held.

and I returned the next morning
to a viewpoint to watch the first
session of the Hill Climb Races.
It was a little cool and windy
that day, but it was still fun to see
the racers come up the road we’d
driven the day before. There was
lots of variety; Corvettes; openwheelers; the Tigers; one Porsche;
a big Chevrolet Impala; and even
a 1950s Lincoln.

As Mark and I drove onto the
museum grounds, ELCC-member
Phil Edwards said hello to me, but
We were making really good time I never saw him again while we
until we came to the blasting and were there. He’d helped a friend
of his tow a couple of Sunbeam
cars to the Maryhill events. After
I parked my car, Mark and I drove
his up and down the Loops Road,
where the racing would occur the After watching this session of
next day, at a sporty and fun but racing, we headed west along
fairly conservative speed.
the Columbia before driving up
Among the eclectic mix of cars a fun curvy road from Lyle back
and trucks in the Show, there were through Klickitat and Goldendale.
three Lotus cars, Mark’s un-official We then headed north and west
road construction project just on entry, Reed Figley the Secretary through Toppenish, Yakima and
the other side of Snoqualmie Pass, of the Tri-Cities Strictly British onto Highway 12 to 410 around
where we sat and waited for
the shoulder of Mt. Rainier and
over an hour. But the warm
then on towards home in Seattle.
sunshine came out during
All in all, it was a really fun time
this time and we met a couple
and I’m hoping that we’ll have a
of SAAB owners who were
bigger group from the ELCC go
headed to the same place we
next year.
were going to. We stopped
again briefly in Cle Elum
Elise in the Garage
for another cup of coffee
Andy Keck
and a breakfast roll and then
It is over five years since I took
continued on to Ellensburg,
Motor Club’s green and gold delivery of my Elise. Robert and
drove down through the relaxing Esprit and my car. There were also
Yakima River Canyon Road, on to Ferraris, Porsches, old Fords, a few others have asked me several
Toppenish and then up and over Studebakers, hot rods and a bunch times to write articles about what
the ridge and plateau area until we of Sunbeam Tigers, which were modifications, adjustments and
arrived, a little late, at the Maryhill the featured marque. Because we fixes I’d made during my ownership.
And I’ve always had a hard time
were all “staged” on the grounds coming up with anything. The
of the Maryhill Art Museum, it reality is that I hadn’t wanted or
was easy to wander over there too. needed to do much beyond the
After the Car Show, there was regular upkeep. With the return
an enjoyable BBQ buffet during of the rainy season, I’ve since
which Mark and I met and talked remembered one modification
with Bob Bush, the SOVREN that made my car easier to live
organizer, and his wife.
with during soggy commutes.
After an un-eventful evening Now, I haven’t ridden in a 2007
(except
for the rumblings of a or newer Elise to confirm, but I
Art Museum, perched high above
the Columbia River (sing along bunch of Sunbeam Tigers who believe the standard wiper action
with me... roll on Columbia, roll shared our motel with us!), Mark is the same across all the Elises and

Exiges. That is, there’s high and low
speeds, plus a fixed intermittent
interval. I found that none of
the three speeds were correct for
the misty drizzle we face here in
the Seattle area. Fortunately, the
Volkswagen and Audi guys already
found a solution, and it’s plug and
play with our cars.

What you need to do is swap out
the standard wiper relay with with
the KAE part found at this link:
http://www.worldimpex.com/
item_detail.html?sku=54591

Once you’ve installed that part,
the high and low settings work
the same, but intermittent is all
new. Flip the wiper stalk to the
intermittent position, and give a
brief tug on the squirter to start the
timer. When the interval you want
has passed, give another quick pull
on the squirter and the relay will
keep that interval until you go
through that process again, even
after you’ve turned the wipers off
and back on. The range it can learn
is something like 2 to 45 seconds.

five or seven wipes. Enough to dry Now go out and enjoy driving in
the windshield and then smear it the rain!
up again. This new unit cuts the
number of wipes down to a more KIRKLAND CONreasonable three. Much better, as COURS D’ELEGANCE
far as I’m concerned.
Doug Jackson
The installation is very easy, you For those of you who didn’t attend
just pull the old relay and plug the the Kirkland Concours d’Elegance
new one in. The hard part is getting that occurred on September 12th
yourself into of this year, you missed a pretty
the
right interesting car show. In addition
position in the to all of the beautifully maintained
first place. I and restored cars (domestic and
think it’s best foreign) all the way back to a
to take the 1904 Cameron, which was in the
new relay and the “Brass Antiques” category,
a flashlight and you might have been especially
go
headfirst interested to see the small
under
the collection of 1965, 1966 and 1967
dash on the Ford GT-40s with several of the
passenger side. 2005 and 2006 Ford GT and GT
Once
you’re X1s which were built for street use,
down
there, to complement them.
looking back
from the firewall, you’ll see a couple The organizers of this annual event
of relays just to the left of the OBD quite often feature a particular class
port under the HVAC controls. You or brand of cars to mix in with the
could probably also do it by feel standard fair of older cars, and this
without contorting yourself into year it was what they called the
the footwell, but where’s the fun in “Screaming Fords”. In addition
that? One way or another, pull out to the Ford GTs, there was also
the old relay, carefully preserving a pretty large selection of Shelby
its orientation. You can’t plug the Cobras and Sheby GT350s that
new one in incorrectly, but it sure were given their own display area.
is easier if you’re holding it in the In addition to the “Brass Antiques”
correct alignment the first time. cars, there were classes for:
Plug it in and you’re done.
“Ultimate Packards”; “Alfa-Romeo
I know that there are other, similar Sports”; “Pre-War Fords”, and;
relays available that will work, some several groups and special display

actually on hand at
the VW parts counter,
but not all of them
are
“programmed”
But wait! There’s more! The stock the same way, so be
relay would leave the wipers sure to take a look
running way too long after a blast at the instructions to
from the squirter, something like confirm operation.

needed a Dusenberg J or something
similar to participate, but was told
there would be more 356 Porsches
than anything else, and the Lotus
Cortina was welcome.
it certainly matches that
event in quality and variety...
besides, it’s easier to get to and
areas which included individual
significantly
easier on your wallet.
collections. And, besides these cars,
there were special display areas for
Italian motorcycles, a small group Preparing for
of vintage race boats and a large the Kirkland
gathering of Porches, which was Concours
organized by the local chapter of
the Porsche Car Club. And I know d’Elegance
that it might sound funny to say Roger Neale
it in a Lotus Car Club newsletter, Let’s say you get
but I found myself quite attracted married on Labor
to a number of cars in this display Day and want a short
area. There was one particular honeymoon.
Which
nicely restored 1971 911SC in a would you choose, a
very light tan exterior color with a half-week in Hawaii, or
gorgeous cloth and leather interior doing the Kirkland Tour
which I would have really liked to d’Elegance with 19 classic
have brought home.
cars? The tour had long
For those of you who’ve never been been filled, but there was
to this beautiful event, you might a cancellation. I asked if I
like to know that it’s held
at Carillo Point on the
waterfront in Kirkland,
is hosted by Phil Smart
Mercedes-Benz, is a fund
raiser for Seattle Children’s
Hospital and is sponsored
by quite a few people and
companies,
including:
the City of Kirkland;
LeMay Car Museum;
Griot’s Garage; Sports Car
Market; The Seattle Times;
Talaris Institute; Hagerty
Insurance; etc.
This event might not be as
well known as the Pebble
Beach Concours d’Elegance
down in California, but

We arrived Thursday morning at the
Lemay Club in Kirkland. I knew it
was going to be interesting when I
found myself driving behind a 300
SL gullwing. The tour departed
via backroads to Highway 20,
accompanied by a truck and trailer
in case of what organizers called
a “failure to
proceed.” The
only
failure
was
about
two
miles
into the trip, a
1924 Lincoln

Lotus Service Center
Introducing Bellevue’s Newest Lotus Repair Resource
Providing Friendly, Professional, and Caring Service for your Lotus

Servicing Lotus, DeLorean, Classic Ferrari, Range Rover, and other fine European Motorcars

Visit us in our new location near Safelite Autoglass on Bel Red Road

Our experienced technicians are dedicated to providing the very best in automotive service

DMC Northwest
12766 Bel Red Road
Bellevue, WA 98005

Toby Peterson - Owner

Phone 425.451.7000
Fax
425.451.7019
Email – toby@delorean.com

www.dmcnorthwest.com

